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Spider Man Little Golden Book
Continuing their popular ART OF series of movie tie-in
books, Marvel presents its latest blockbuster
achievement! Featuring exclusive concept artwork,
behind-the-scenes photographs, producti on stills, and indepth interviews with the cast and crew, THE AMAZING
SPIDER-MAN: THE ART OF THE MOVIE is a deluxe
keepsake volume that provides an insider's look into the
making of the wall-crawler's 2012 fi lm directed by Marc
Webb, and starring Andrew Garfield, Emma Stone, Rhys
Ifans, Denis Leary and Martin Sheen!
Peer over the edge of the Spider-Verse, at five different
realities...and five daringly different spiders! Spider-Man
Noir returns, as the Peter Parker of the 1930s finds
himself up against Mysterio, and knee-deep in the
biggest Spider-Man event of all! What is the secret of Dr.
Aaron Aikman, the Spider-Man? Who are the villainous
Red Eye and Naahmurah...and can Aaron live through
Morlun's arrival? In a universe where the story you know
becomes as horrific as possible, a radioactive spider
bites a high school nerd who is already something of a
monster. Then, what or who is the incredible SP//dr? And
finally, the breakout character of Spider-Verse makes her
exciting debut - in a world where the radioactive spider
bit Gwen Stacy! COLLECTING: Edge of Spider -Verse
1-5
When a young Peter Parker is given the fantastic powers
of an arachnid, he must also deal with the fantastic
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pressures of an everyday teenager. Check out these
stories of spectacular web-slinging adventure from
Spidey's very beginning, including the tragic origin that
started it all, the first appearances of the Daily Bugle, J.
Jonah Jameson, Doctor Octopus, the Sandman, the
Vulture, Electro, and guest-star nods by the Fantastic
Four and Human Torch. Collects Amazing Spider-Man
(1963) #1-10.
The future is in danger! Miguel O'Hara, the Spider-Man
of 2099, is back in the present day - and he needs to find
Peter Parker! But since Miguel's currently being held in
an off-the-books Roxxon prison, that's easier said than
done. He needs a plan, and fast - because his
mysterious return to the here-and-now threatens his
entire future! Meanwhile, J. Jonah Jameson has a new
scheme - and the modern-day Spider-Man has his hands
full with classic villains, family problems and international
incidents! As the webslingers of two eras see their
troubles converge, the fate of everything may rest with
Peter, Miguel and...Victor Von Doom?! What villain could
be so heinous to call for a Doom and Spidey team-up?
And what does it all have to do with Silver Sable?
Collecting: Amazing Spider-Man (2018) 32-36
An introduction to classic Marvel superheroes for the
youngest superfans! Jump into action with your favorite
Marvel superheroes! Learn all about their superpowers,
backstories, and alter egos in these bright and bold
board books, with text and art from the classic comics.
Special effects and gatefolds make for a fun-filled read,
one that's suited towards board book readers and
collectors alike.
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He sought revenge... and found responsibility. From that
night on, a new life began. Join Peter Parker as he takes
his first steps towards finding his way in the world as
Spider-Man. A chapter you never knew about the story
you know by heart. COLLECTING: AMAZING SPIDERMAN 1.1-1.5
Children new to Spider-Man will love discovering more
about him in this young readers reference book with
foldout paper flaps and a pull-out giant poster featuring
Spider-Man. The Amazing Book of Marvel's Spider-Man
is the perfect introduction to Spider-Man for young fans.
Large pictures and short, simple sentences bring the
world of the web-slinger to life for children aged 5 and
beyond. See Spider-Man's powers, meet Spider-Man's
friends, and tremble at Spider-Man's villains like the
Green Goblin. 2016 MARVEL
Peter Parker is back! He's got a second chance at life,
and he's not wasting a moment of it. But his old foes
Electro and the Black Cat are back as well, re-energized
and madder than ever! And a new revelation rocks
Spider-Man's world: The radioactive spider that granted
Peter his powers bit someone else, too! Who is Silk, and
where has she been all these years? Find out as Peter
Parker retakes his life, putting the "friendly" back in the
neighborhood, the "hero" back in "super hero" - and the
"amazing" back in "Spider-Man!" Plus, it's a new chapter
in the story you know by heart! He sought revenge, but
found responsibility. COLLECTING: AMAZING SPIDERMAN 1.1-1.5, 1-6
Spider-Man sagas don't get more dramatic than the Death of
Captain Stacy. After the heroic father of Gwen Stacy
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becomes collateral damage in a throwdown between Spidey
and Doc Ock, it forever changes the life of Peter Parker.
That's not the only iconic moment in Spidey's life chronicled in
this amazing Epic Collection: The Black Widow makes her
debut in her classic, black costume, Iceman shows up to give
Spidey the cold shoulder, and the first appearance of
Morbius, the Living Vampire, portends death for Peter Parker!
Norman Osborn descends into the private hell of drug
addiction, while the demonic shadow of the Green Goblin
looms over the proceedings. Plus: You haven't seen Spidey til
you've seen him with six arms! COLLECTING: Amazing
Spider-Man (1963) 86-104, Annual (1964) 7-8 covers only
Meet Spider-Man's deadliest foe! The webslinger may survive
a mind-bending glimpse at life in the Mad Dog Ward, a run-in
with Doctor Octopus and a Chance encounter. But the lives of
Peter Parker and his new bride Mary Jane will be turned
upside down when his former symbiotic costume and
disgraced reporter Eddie Brock combine their mutual hatred
of Spider-Man to become...Venom! In time for adventures
with Silver Sable and Sandman, Spidey returns to the ol' redand-blues - but nobody ever drew them like Todd McFarlane!
The cunning Fox and the calculating Chameleon await. Styx
and Stone will break some bones, and Killer Shrike can hurt
you too. But who kidnaps MJ? Plus, the heroic debut of
Speedball! COLLECTING: VOL. 18: AMAZING SPIDER-MAN
(1963) 295-310, ANNUAL 22; WEB OF SPIDER-MAN (1985)
33; PETER PARKER, THE SPECTACULAR SPIDER-MAN
(1976) 133
Going global continues to mean a world of problems for the
wall-crawler! First, there's an accident to deal with at Parker
Industries. How far will Peter Parker go to save his
employees - both as CEO and as Spider-Man? Meanwhile,
you - and stand-in Spidey, the Prowler - get to meet the allnew Electro! Who is she and what does she have to do with
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the Man in Red? The Prowler might not like the shocking
answers! Plus a special tale setting the scene for the
sensational Spider-Event "Dead No More"! COLLECTING:
Amazing Spider-Man 16-18, Annual 1; Free Comic Book Day
2016 (Captain America) 1 (B story)
Read along with Marvel! When New York City needs to be
saved, it calls on the amazing Spider-Man. But a new villain
named Electro is threatening the city, and every time Spidey
defeats him, he comes back stronger! Follow along with the
word-for-word narration to find out how Spider-Man plans to
save New York from this fully charged menace!
Spider-Man's earliest adventures continue with classic stories
featuring the Scorpion, the Beetle and the Human Torch, the
Ringmaster's Circus of Crime, the Green Goblin, the SpiderSlayer, the Crime-Master, the Molten Man and the mysterious
Doctor Strange! Collects Amazing Spider-Man (Vol. 1)
#20-30, Annual #2
Swing into the action with the Amazing Spider-Man! Boys and
girls ages 2 to 5 will love learning all about this wall-crawling
super hero's incredible powers and his fearsome foes in the
first-ever Spider-Man Little Golden Book!
Peter Parker is the Amazing Spider-Man. Once just an
ordinary teenager known as Peter Parker, the Amazing
Spider-Man is a superhero with amazing powers and great
responsibility. But the Amazing Spider-Man and the city that
he loves are threatened when the villainous Lizard shows up.
It's good versus evil in this action-packed eBook short. Find
out just who will win!
This is The Amazing Spider-Man introduces readers ages 4-6
to the world of Marvel's most popular Super-Hero, Peter
Parker, otherwise known as the amazing Spider-Man! The
Marvel Heroes of Reading line of early readers is designed to
offer reluctant readers, specifically boys, books that they will
want to read by featuring characters they love. The series is
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broken into three levels that invoke the rigorous training
courses their favorite Marvel heroes must engage in to
perfect their super powers. In reading this series, boys will
prefect their own power to read.

During the 1960s the world was changing - especially in
the realm of comics - as two comic creators collaborated
on what were to become some of the most influential
Super Heroes of all time and brought forth the Marvel
Age of Comics. This is the third in a series of volumes
collecting these incredible adventures in a year-by-year
format for comic book readers everywhere to enjoy and
discover the tales that created a legend. Reprints
Amazing Spider-man Vol.1 #20-31 and Amazing SpiderMan Annual #2.
In 1962, in the pages of a comic book slated for
cancellation, Stan Lee and Steve Ditko gave birth to one
of the most enduring icons in American popular culture the one and only Amazing Spider-Man! Turning the
concept of a super hero on its head, they imbued the
young, guilt-ridden Peter Parker with the fantastic
powers of an arachnid and the unbearable pressures of
an everyday teenager...and the combination was pure
magic! So come experience Spidey's adventures from
the very beginning - including the first appearances of
the Daily Bugle, J. Jonah Jameson, Dr. Octopus, the
Sandman, the Vulture, Electro and more! COLLECTING:
Amazing Fantasy 15, Amazing Spide r-Man 1-10
Amazing creators unite for a brand new era of Spidey!
Ben Reilly -- the clone of Spider-Man -- is back! He's
been through hell, but now with the support of a major
corporation, Ben is thwipping once again and being the
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best Spider-Man he can be. And what does Peter think?
Well, he's just been through the Sinister War and he's
exhausted! But even if Peter is against Ben's return to
the limelight, does he have a choice? The webs that are
about to be woven will take you to places you've never
been...pit our spectacular heroes against classic villains
reloaded, as well as brand-new foes...and make you
rethink the whole concept of Spider-Man! But what will all
this change and upheaval mean for Mary Jane, the Black
Cat, Aunt May -- and all of New York City?!
COLLECTING: Amazing Spider-Man (2018) 75-80
Collects Amazing Spider-Man (2020) #50.LR-54.LR. A
storyline so huge, it can’t be contained within the pages
of one book! Kindred’s assault is so epic, it will sweep
up the other spider-heroes of the Marvel Universe in its
wake. Miles Morales, Gwen “Ghost-Spider” Stacy, Silk,
Spider-Woman and more are about to be inducted into
the Order of the Web — and now they must somehow find
a way to help Peter Parker win the fight of his life! But a
world-altering bombshell is rolling toward one of Marvel
fandom’s favorite characters, and someone is on the
group’s trail that is not going to make their quest easy!
Doctor Strange gets tangled up in the drama — and so do
Mary Jane and a classic Spidey villain — as the “Last
Remains” saga races to its heart-breaking conclusion!
The Spider-Verse is here! When the Inheritors begin
exterminating spider-characters throughout the
multiverse, every single Spider-Man ever is needed to
save the day! A spider-army gathers, including Miles
Morales, Spider-Gwen, Silk, Spider-Woman, Mayday
Parker, Kaine, Ben Reilly, Spider-Man 2099, Spider-Ham
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and scores more...but how can they defeat Morlun's
deadly family when Peter faces a power struggle against
a ghost from his past: Doctor Octopus, the Superior
Spider-Man?! COLLECTING: Amazing Spider-Man 7-18,
Superior Spider-Man 32-33, Free Comic Book Day 2014
(Guardians of the Galaxy) 1 (Spider-Man story)
The stories that built the Marvel Universe, from the
brilliant minds of legendary creators -- now available in
an accessible new format the whole family can enjoy!
When young Peter Parker gains remarkable abilities
from a radioactive spider, he must step up and try to
become a hero -- while also dealing with the fantastic
pressures of an everyday teenager! For with great
power, there must also come great responsibility! Enjoy
these stories of spectacular web-slinging adventure from
Spidey's very beginning -- including the tragic origin that
started it all; the first appearances of the Daily Bugle, J.
Jonah Jameson, Doctor Octopus, the Sandman, the
Vulture and Electro; and guest-star nods from the
Fantastic Four and Human Torch! Relive the foundation
of every amazing arachnid adventure that followed!
COLLECTING: Amazing Spider-Man (1963) 1-10,
material from Amazing Fantasy (1962) 15
From the accident that gave him his powers to battling
one of the best roguesrsquo; galleries in comics, this
tribute to everyonersquo;s favorite web-head features
192 pages of the greatest Spider-Man images, with text
by comics legend Roy Thomas, author of 75 Years of
Marvel Comics: From the Golden Age to the Silver
Screen.
Gifted with special powers after being bitten by a
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genetically altered spider, Peter Parker transforms
himself into a superhuman crimefighter.
When the Green Goblin concocts a dangerous trap to
test the hero's most amazing abilities, only Spider-Man
can defeat him.
Spider-Man faces a stranger who will change how he
views himself, the events of September 11, Aunt May
discovering his identity and Dr. Octopus in California.
Collects Amazing Spider-Man (1963) #1-17 and Annual
#1 and material from Amazing Fantasy (1962) #15. In
1962, in the pages of a comic book slated for
cancellation, Stan Lee and Steve Ditko gave birth to one
of the most enduring icons in American popular culture:
the Amazing Spider-Man! Turning the concept of a super
hero on its head, they imbued the young, guilt-ridden
Peter Parker with the fantastic powers of an arachnid
and the fantastic pressures of an everyday teenager.
The combination was pure magic. Now, you can leap
into Spider-Man's web-slinging world from the very
beginning, including the tragic origin that started it all; the
first appearances of the Daily Bugle and J. Jonah
Jameson; and the debut of classic villains including the
Green Goblin, Dr. Octopus, the Sandman, the Vulture
and Electro!
Logan. Patch. Weapon X. Wolverine. The mysterious
mutant has gone by many names and lived many
different lives. Now, experience all-new, untold tales of
the best there is through the lens of an all-star cast of
creators, in the unadulterated black-and-white format
(with a healthy splash of blood red all over)! Return to
the Weapon X program with Gerry Duggan and Adam
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Kubert! Join Matthew Rosenberg and Joshua Cassara
on an explosive deep-cover spy mission from
Wolverine's association with Nick Fury! Head into the
wilds with writer/artist Declan Shalvey as Logan finds
himself in the crossfire of a deadly trap! And sink your
claws into more of the deadliest Wolverine tales of all
time, filled with monochrome mayhem! This is the one
you've been waiting for, bub! Wolverine: Black, White &
Blood (2020) 1-4
Roger Stern and John Romita Jr. earned their stripes as
two of Marvel's most legendary creators with their run on
AMAZING SPIDER-MAN -- and they kick off this volume
with the introduction of the Hobgoblin! Who is he, and
how did he quickly become one of Spidey's most
threatening villains? Then, you can't keep a bad Vulture
down, as the master criminal returns in a classic twoparter! Plus confrontations with the Mad Thinker,
Thunderball and Spidey's most famous rogue -- J. Jonah
Jameson! Peter Parker's romantic life gets messy when
both Mary Jane and the Black Cat enter the picture! And
topping it all off, one of the most beloved Spidey stories
of all time, "The Kid Who Collects Spider-Man!"
COLLECTING: Amazing Spider-Man (1963) 238-251,
Annual (1964) 17; Spectacular Spider-Man (1976) 85;
The Official Marvel Try-Out Book (1983)
Collects ASM (Vol. 1) # 11-19, Annual #1. Peter Parker's
chosen profession is a series of unrelenting tests--but
through all his trials, Spider-Man remains steadfast in his
determination to use his gifts for the benefit of all.
Featuring the first appearance by the Green Goblin, and
Spidey's first meetings with Daredevil and the Hulk. Plus
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the Sinister Six!
Whether clad in classic blue-and-red or thrilling black,
whether possessing spider-powers or cosmic might,
Spider-Man stands ready to face any threat! And as
David Michelinie and Todd McFarlane take the creative
reins, the threats to Spidey have never been greater!
From the introduction of the lethal Venom; to the return
of old enemies like Mysterio, the Scorpion and more; to
facing newcomers to his friendly neighborhood like
Sabretooth, the Taskmaster, Magneto and the Sentinels,
Spidey sure has his hands full! Good thing he's got Mary
Jane, Captain America, the Black Cat and the Hulk
around to lend a hand! Featuring the pulse-pounding
prose of longtime IRON MAN scribe David Michelinie -and the groundbreaking artistry of the legendary Todd
McFarlane! COLLECTING: Amazing Spider-Man (1963)
296-329, material from Spectacular Spider-Man Annual
(1988) 10
The Amazing Spider-ManBehind the Scenes and
Beyond the WebMarvel
Start from the beginning when Peter Parker was just an
average teenager and learn how a bite from a
radioactive spider changed his fate and turned him into
the famous, web-slinging hero known as the Amazing
Spider-Man! These twenty tales include Spider-Man's
epic battles against his greatest foes, including Doctor
Octopus, Green Goblin, and the Lizard, as well as actionpacked adventures that retells Peter's rise from High
School student to the spectacular Spider-Man.
Amidst a gauntlet of his deadliest rogues, an old foe
returns to the fore. Loved ones lost are dead no more as
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Peter Parker plunges headlong into THE CLONE
CONSPIRACY - a blockbuster event series from A-List
creators Dan Slott and Jim Cheung! Prepare yourself for
THE Spidey story of 2016 as the writer who brought you
Spider-Verse, Superior Spider-Man and Spider-Island
brings you the next defining chapter in the wallcrawler's
life! The identity of the man in the red suit has been
revealed. The Jackal has returned, more driven and
determined than ever. He's off ered Spidey's greatest
rogues a chance to reunite with their loved ones in
exchange for loyalty. But to what end? With the Rhino,
the Lizard, Electro and even Doctor Octopus at his side,
things are looking bleak. But who else from Spider-Man's
past has reappeared?!
Amazing Spider-Man (1963) 169-180, Annual (1964) 11,
Nova (1976) 12, Marvel Treasury Edition (1974) 14
Relive a Spidey epic decades in the telling! It all begins
with a classic struggle over a petrified tablet said to hold
the secret to eternal life! It's a priceless relic that a lot of
dangerous folks want to get their hands on - like the
Kingpin of Crime, the Shocker, Man Mountain Marko and
Maggia boss Silvermane! But the tablet has a lesson to
teach: be careful what you wish for! Years later,
Hammerhead sets his sights on the sought-after stone and its full secrets are revealed in a free-for-all drawing
in the likes of Boomerang, the Sub-Mariner and the
Lizard! Only a Spider-Man and Doctor Strange team-up
can prevent the lifeline tablet from wreaking havoc!
COLLECTING: AMAZING SPIDER-MAN (1963) 68- 75,
SPIDER-MAN: LIFELINE 1-3
GO DOWN SWINGING! Norman Osborn has finally
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found a way to become a Goblin again and is funning for
Spider-Man in the biggest way possible. His new
weapon? THE CARNAGE SYMBIOTE!!! There's never
been a bigger tougher Goblin/Spider-Man story than this
one, so strap in, True Believers! COLLECTING:
AMAZING SPIDER-MAN 797-801
J. Michael Straczynski concludes his amazing run - and
everything changes for Spider-Man! First, Spidey gets
some new digs - but can he stand living with the New
Avengers? In the shocking storyline "The Other," the
vicious Morlun takes Spider-Man to the brink of deathand beyond! If Peter Parker has any hope of surviving,
he has two choices: evolve or die! Then, Civil War erupts
- and things really get wild! Spidey in red-and-gold
armor! Spidey back in black! And Spidey unmasked in
front of the world! But brace yourself for the big finish- as
Aunt May lies dying, what would Peter and MJ give for
One More Day...? COLLECTING: AMAZING SPIDERMAN (1999) 515-545; FRIENDLY NEIGHBORHOOD
SPIDER-MAN (2005) 1-4, 24; MARVEL KNIGHTS
SPIDER-MAN (2004) 19-22; SENSATIONAL SPIDERMAN (2006) 41; SPIDER-MAN: THE OTHER
SKETCHBOOK (2005) 1; SPIDER-MAN: ONE MORE
DAY SKETCHBOOK (2007) 1
Collects Amazing Spider Man: Full Circle (2019) #1. A
summons from S.H.I.E.L.D. leads Peter Parker into a
globe-spanning adventure that will test him as never
before — and the future of all mankind lies in his gloved,
webbed hands! Who is the mysterious prisoner in the
steel box who keeps propelling the wall-crawler onward?
Nick Spencer and an all-star team of Marvel’s biggest
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writers and artists take up the challenge to create the
wildest, maddest, most unconventional AMAZING
SPIDER-MAN story of all! Guest-starring Nick Fury,
Wolverine and Peter Porker, the Spectacular SpiderHam! Experience the amazing adventure in an actionpacked collection with a sensational array of surprises
and extra features!
Spider-Man faces numerous enemies, including the
Green Goblin, Doc Ock, and Electro, in a book that
contains pop-ups on every spread.
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